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Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis 

(WGCNA) 

R Tutorial, Part A  

Brain Cancer Network Construction 

 
Steve Horvath 

Correspondence: shorvath@mednet.ucla.edu,   http://www.ph.ucla.edu/biostat/people/horvath.htm 
 
This is part A of a self-contained R software tutorial. We provide the statistical code used for 
generating the weighted gene co-expression network results. Thus, the reader be able to reproduce 
all of our findings. This document also serves as a tutorial to weighted gene co-expression network 
analysis. Some familiarity with the R software is desirable but the document is fairly self-
contained.  
This tutorial and the data files can be found at the following webpage: 
 http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/ASPMgene 
More material on weighted network analysis can be found here 
http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/ 
 
Abstract 
Identifying new targets is crucial for molecularly targeted therapies. In this study, we identify gene 
coexpression modules from two independent sets of glioblastoma samples, including the "meta-
signature" (MS) for undifferentiated cancer that is also present in breast cancers. We demonstrate 
that the expression of hub genes inversely correlates with survival in glioblastoma.  
This R tutorial describes how to carry out a gene co-expression network analysis with our custom 
made R functions. We show how to construct weighted networks using soft thresholding. 
 

 

Contents part A 

• Weighted Brain Cancer Network Construction 

• Module Detection 

• Gene significance and intramodular connectivity 

• Robustness analysis with respect to the soft threshold beta 

• Comparing the results to the unweighted network construction 
 

Patient samples: 
130 glioblastoma patient samples with sufficient high quality RNA were available for molecular 
analysis. Tumor samples were obtained at the time of surgery in accordance with a UCLA IRB-
approved protocol, and the presence of glioblastoma was confirmed by intra-operative frozen 
section diagnosis and confirmed by subsequent pathology review by at least two board certified 
neuropathologists.  Dataset 1, consisted of 55 glioblastomas15. Dataset 2 consisted of 65 
independent glioblastoma samples.  
 

Microarray Data 
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Gene expression profiling with Affymetrix high density oligonucleotide microarrays was 
performed and analyzed as previously described15. 10 �g of total RNA was reverse transcribed, 
second strand synthesis performed, and in vitro transcription performed using biotinylated 
nucleotides using the ENZO BioArray High Yield Kit (Enzo Diagnostics, Farmingdale, NY). 
Fragmented cRNA probe was hybridized to Affymetrix HG-U133A arrays (Affymetrix) and 
stained with streptavidin-phycoerythrin. Microarrays were scanned in the Genearray Scanner 
(Hewlett Packard) to a normalized target intensity of 2500. Microarray Suite 5.0 was used to define 
absent/present calls and generate cel files using the default settings. Data files (cel) were uploaded 
into the dCHIP program (http://www.dchip.org/) and normalized to the median intensity array. 
Quantification was performed using model-based expression and the perfect match minus 
mismatch method implemented in dCHIP. 
 

Generation of weighted gene coexpression network: 
Genes with expression levels that are highly correlated are biologically interesting, since they imply 
common regulatory mechanisms or participation in similar biological processes.  To construct a 
network from microarray gene-expression data, we begin by calculating the Pearson correlations 
for all pairs of genes in the network.  Because microarray data can be noisy and the number of 
samples is often small, we weight the Pearson correlations by taking their absolute value and 
raising them to the power ß.  This step effectively serves to emphasize strong correlations and 
punish weak correlations on an exponential scale.  These weighted correlations, in turn, represent 
the connection strengths between genes in the network.  By adding up these connection strengths 
for each gene, we produce a single number (called connectivity, or k) that describes how strongly 
that gene is connected to all other genes in the network.  The weighted network construction was 
performed using R as described in Zhang and Horvath (2005). Briefly, the absolute value of the 
Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for all pair-wise comparisons of gene-expression 
values across all microarray samples. The Pearson correlation matrix  was then transformed into an 
adjacency matrix A, i.e. a matrix of connection strengths using a power function. Thus, the 
connection strength aij between gene expressions xi and xj is defined as  . The resulting weighted 
network represents an improvement over unweighted networks based on dichotomizing the 
correlation matrix, since a) the continuous nature of the gene co-expression information is 
preserved and b) the results of weighted network analyses are highly robust with respect to the 
choice of the parameter ß, whereas unweighted networks display sensitivity to the choice of the 
cutoff. Gene expression networks, like virtually all types of biological networks, have been found 
to exhibit an approximate scale free topology. To choose a particular power ß, we used the scale-
free topology criterion on the 8000 most varying genes but our findings are highly robust with 
respect to the choice of ß. We chose a power ß=6, which is large enough so that the resulting 
network exhibited approximate scale free topology (according to the model fitting index R-
squared). The network connectivity ki of the i-th gene expression profile xi is the sum of the 
connection strengths with all other genes in the network, i.e.  
The next step in network construction is to identify groups of genes with similar patterns of 
connection strengths by searching for genes with high "topological overlap". 
To calculate the topological overlap for a pair of genes, we compare them in terms of their 
connection strengths with all other genes in the network.  A pair of genes is said to have high 
topological overlap if they are both strongly connected to the same group of genes. Topological 
overlap of two nodes (genes) reflects their relative interconnectivity. For a network represented by 
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an adjacency matrix, a well-known formula for defining topological overlap for weighted networks 

is given by 
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overlap thus serves as a filter to exclude spurious or isolated connections during network 
construction. Since the module identification is computationally intensive, only the 3600 most 
connected genes were considered for module detection. Since module genes tend to have high 
connectivity this step does not lead to a big loss in information. After calculating the topological 
overlap for all pairs of genes in the network, this information is used in conjunction with a 
hierarchical clustering algorithm to identify groups, or modules, of densely interconnected genes. 
In the resulting dendrogram, discrete branches of the tree correspond to modules of co-expressed 
genes.  Using the topological overlap dissimilarity measure (1 – topological overlap) in average 
linkage hierarchical clustering, five gene oexpression modules were detected in the 55 training set 
samples. It is worth pointing out that module identification is fairly robust with respect to the 
dissimilarity measure; using the standard gene expression dissimilarity based on 1 minus the 
absolute value of the Pearson correlation produced roughly the same modules. 
 
After identifying modules of co-expressed genes, each module in effect becomes a new network, 
and a new measure of connectivity (intramodular connectivity, or kin), is defined as the sum of a 
gene's connection strengths with all other genes in its module.   
 
Using GBM survival time to define a measure of prognostic gene significance 
For each of the 130 glioblastoma samples (55 in dataset I, 65 in dataset II), patient survival 
information was available. Since some of the survival times were censored, we used a Cox 
proportional hazards model (Cox and Oakes 1990) 
 
to regress survival time on individual gene expression profiles. We hypothesized that intramodular 
hub genes may also be associated with patient survival in cancer. To identify a measure of 
prognostic gene significance for each gene, we used a Cox proportional hazards regression model 
to compute a p-value, thus providing measures of how strongly each gene in the network was 
associated with patient survival. We defined the (prognostic) gene significance of a gene by minus 
the logarithm of its univariate Cox regression p-value. Thus the gene significance is proportional to 
the number of zeroes of the Cox p-value. 
To relate intramodular connectivity to prognostic gene significance we used scatterplots, Spearman 
correlation coefficients and the corresonding p-values as computed by the cor.test function in R. 
 
 
 
 
Some Terminology 
Here we study networks that can be specified with the following adjacency matrix: 
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A=[aij] is symmetric with entries in [0,1]. By convention, the diagonal elements are assumed to be 
zero. For unweighted networks, the adjacency matrix contains binary information (connected=1, 
unconnected=0). In weighted networks the adjacency matrix contains weights. 
To identify hub genes for the network, one may either consider the whole network connectivity 
(denoted by kTotal) or the intramodular connectivity (kWithin). 
We find that intramodular connectivity is far more meaningful than whole network connectivity  
Abstractly speaking, gene significance is any quantitative measure that specifies how biologically 
significant a gene is. One goal of network analysis is to relate the measure of gene significance 
(here –log10[Cox p-value]) to intramodular connectivity. 
The absolute value of the Pearson correlation between expression profiles of all pairs of genes was 
determined for the 8000 most varying non-redundant transcripts. Then, pioneering the use of a 
novel approach to the generation of a weighted gene coexpression networks, the Pearson 
correlation measure was transformed into a connection strength measure by using a power function 
(connection strength(i,j)=|correlation(i,j)|^β)(Zhang and Horvath 2005).  
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Quote: 

The only real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in having new 

eyes. Marcel Proust 
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# Absolutely no warranty on the code. Please contact SH with suggestions. 
# CONTENTS   
# This document contains function for carrying out the following tasks 
# A) Assessing scale free topology and choosing the parameters of the adjacency function 
#    using the scale free topology criterion (Zhang and Horvath 05) 
# B) Computing the topological overlap matrix  
# C) Defining gene modules using clustering procedures 
# D) Summing up modules by their first principal component (first eigengene) 
# E) Relating a measure of gene significance to the modules  
# F) Carrying out a within module analysis (computing intramodular connectivity)  
#    and relating intramodular connectivity to gene significance. 
 
# Downloading the R software 
# 1) Go to http://www.R-project.org, download R and install it on your computer 
# After installing R, you need to install several additional R library packages:  
# For example to install Hmisc, open R,  
# go to menu "Packages\Install package(s) from CRAN",  
# then choose Hmisc. R will automatically install the package.   
# When asked "Delete downloaded files (y/N)? ", answer "y". 
# Do the same for some of the other libraries mentioned below. But note that  
# several libraries are already present in the software so there is no need to re-install them. 
 
# To get this tutorial and data files, go to the following webpage 
#  http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/ASPMgene 
# Download the zip file containing:  
# 2) The data files and this tutorial 
 
# Unzip all the files into the same directory. 
# Set the working directory of the R session by using the following command. 
# Please adapt the following path. Note that we use / instead of \ in the path. 
setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/Steve Horvath/My 

Documents/ADAG/LinSong/NetworkScreening/GBM") 

#Please copy and paste the following script into the R session. 
#Text after "#" is a comment and is automatically ignored by R. 
 
# read in the R libraries 
library(MASS) # standard, no need to install 

library(class) # standard, no need to install 

library(cluster)  

library(impute)# install it for imputing missing value 

library(Hmisc) # install it for the C-index calculations 

 

# Download the WGCNA library as a .zip file from 

http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/Rpackages/WGCNA/ 

and choose "Install package(s) from local zip file" in the packages tab 

 

library(WGCNA) 
options(stringsAsFactors=F) 
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# the following contains expression data for the 55 GBM sample data set  
# and the 65 GBM sample set  
dat0=read.csv("GBM55and65and8000.csv") 
# the following data frame contains 
# the gene expression data: columns are genes, rows are arrays (samples) 
datExprdataOne =t(dat0[,15:69]) 
datExprdataTwo= t(dat0[,70:134]) 
# this data frame contains information on the probesets 
datSummary=dat0[,c(1:14)] 
dim(datExprdataOne); dim(datExprdataTwo); dim(datSummary)  
rm(dat0) 

 
#SOFT THRESHOLDING 

# To construct a weighted network (soft thresholding with the power adjacency matrix),  
# we consider the following vector of potential thresholds. 
# Now we investigate soft thesholding with the power adjacency function 
powers1=c(seq(1,10,by=1),seq(12,20,by=2)) 
 
# To choose a power beta, we make use of the Scale-free Topology Criterion (Zhang and  
# Horvath 2005).  Here the focus is on the linear regression model fitting index  
# (denoted below by scale.law.R.2) that  quantifies the extent of how well a network  
# satisfies a scale-free topology. 
# The function PickSoftThreshold lists network properties for different choices of the power. 
# The first column lists the power beta 
# The second column reports the resulting scale free topology fitting index R^2. 
# The third column reports the slope of the fitting line.  
# The fourth column reports the fitting index for the truncated exponential scale free model.  
# Usually we ignore it. 
# The remaining columns list the mean, median and maximum connectivity. 
 

RpowerTable=pickSoftThreshold(datExprdataOne, powerVector=powers1)[[2]] 

 

Power scale.law.R.2   slope truncated.R.2  mean.k. median.k. max.k. 

1      1       -0.0927  0.463         0.979  1640.00  1.60e+03 2700.0 

2      2        0.1880   -0.844         0.942  527.00  4.79e+02 1310.0 

3      3        0.7150   -1.410         0.967  214.00  1.74e+02  769.0 

4      4        0.8840   -1.650         0.974  102.00  7.22e+01  513.0 

5      5        0.9390   -1.710         0.977   54.90  3.25e+01  373.0 

6      6        0.9650   -1.660         0.983   32.50  1.58e+01  288.0 

7      7        0.9680   -1.610         0.980   20.80  8.09e+00  232.0 

8      8        0.9690   -1.550         0.977   14.10  4.36e+00  193.0 

9      9        0.9770   -1.490         0.983   10.10  2.43e+00  166.0 

10    10        0.9780   -1.460         0.984    7.48  1.42e+00  145.0 

11    12        0.9720   -1.400         0.981    4.52  5.22e-01  114.0 

12    14        0.9740   -1.360         0.982    2.97  2.08e-01   92.7 

13    16        0.9660   -1.340         0.971    2.08  8.94e-02   76.9 

14    18        0.9680   -1.330         0.980    1.52  4.00e-02   65.3 

15    20        0.9610   -1.320         0.972    1.14  1.87e-02   56.2 
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# Now we plot scale free fit R^2 versus different soft threshold beta 
cex1=0.7 

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 

plot(RpowerTable[,1], -sign(RpowerTable[,3])*RpowerTable[,2],xlab=" 
Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Scale Free Topology Model Fit,signed 

R^2",type="n") 

text(RpowerTable[,1], -sign(RpowerTable[,3])*RpowerTable[,2], 

labels=powers1,cex=cex1,col="red") 

 

# this line corresponds to using an R^2 cut-off of h 
abline(h=0.95,col="red") 

plot(RpowerTable[,1], RpowerTable[,5],xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Mean 

Connectivity", type="n") 

text(RpowerTable[,1], RpowerTable[,5], labels=powers1, cex=cex1,col="red") 
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#Here the scale free topology criterion with a R^2 threshold of 0.95 would lead us to pick a power 
#of 6. Below we study how the biological findings depend on the choice of the power. 
# We use the following power for the power adjacency function. 
beta1=6 

k.dataOne=softConnectivity(datExprdataOne,power=beta1)-1 

k.dataTwo= softConnectivity(datExprdataTwo,power=beta1)-1 

 
# Let’s create a scale free topology plot for data set I and dat set II  
par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

scaleFreePlot(k.dataOne, main=paste("data set I, power=",beta1), truncated=F);  

scaleFreePlot(k.dataTwo, main=paste("data set II, power=",beta1), truncated=F);  
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# Now we relate whole network connectivity measures in the 2 networks 
verboseScatterplot(k.dataOne, k.dataTwo,xlab="Whole Network Connectivity (data  

I)",ylab="Network Connectivity (data II)",main="k(data II) vs k(data I)") 
 

 

# Comment on the plots above. 
# This involves the 8000 most varying genes. In our other tutorial (part B), we #report the  
# analogous plot for the 3600 most connected genes. 
 
 
 
 
 
#Quote 

#The truth is out there, Mulder. But so are lies. 

#D.K.Scully. X-Files. 
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#Module Detection 
# To group genes with coherent expression profiles into modules, we use average linkage  
# hierarchical clustering, which uses the topological overlap measure as dissimilarity.  
# The topological overlap of two nodes reflects their similarity in terms of the commonality of the  
# nodes they connect to, see [Ravasz et al 2002, Yip and Horvath 2005]. 
# Once a dendrogram is obtained from a hierarchical clustering method, we need to choose a height  
# cutoff in order to arrive at a clustering. It is a judgement call where to cut the tree branches. 
# The height cut-off can be found by inspection: a height cutoff value is chosen in the dendrogram  
# such that some of the resulting branches correspond to the discrete diagonal blocks 
# (modules) in the TOM plot. 
 
 
# This code allows one to restrict the analysis to the most connected genes, 
# which may speed up calculations when it comes to module detection. 
kCut = 3601 # number of most connected genes that will be considered  
kRank = rank(-k.dataOne)  
vardataOne=apply(datExprdataOne,2,var) 
vardataTwo= apply(datExprdataTwo,2,var) 
# Since we want to compare the results of data set I and data set II we restrict the analysis to 
# the most connected probesets with non-zero variance in both data sets  
restk = kRank <= kCut & vardataOne>0 &vardataTwo>0 
# thus our module detection uses the following number of genes 
sum(restk) 
 
ADJdataOne=adjacency(datExpr= datExprdataOne[,restk], power = beta1) 
dissTOMdataOne=TOMdist(ADJdataOne) 
hierTOMdataOne = hclust(as.dist(dissTOMdataOne),method="average"); 
  
 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
plot(hierTOMdataOne,labels=F,main="Dendrogram, 3600 most connected in data set I") 
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# By our definition, modules correspond to branches of the tree. 
# The question is what height cut-off should be used? This depends on the  
# biology. Large heigth values lead to big modules, small values lead to small  
# but very `tight’ modules.  
# In reality, the user should use different thresholds to see how robust the findings are.  
# For the experts: Instead of using a fixed height cut-off, also consider using the dynamic tree cut 
#algorithm. 
 
# The function modulecolor2 colors each gene by the branches that 
# result from choosing a particular height cut-off. 
# GREY IS RESERVED to color genes that are not part of any module. 
# We only consider modules that contain at least 125 genes. 
# But in other applications smaller modules may also be of interest. 

colorhdataOne= cutreeStaticColor(hierTOMdataOne,cutHeight = 0.94, minSize = 125) 
 
# Comment: we are using here the static tree cut method. But we strongly recommend that the user 
also explore the more power dynamic tree cut method (see the helpfile of cutreeDynamic). 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,1),mar=c(2,4,1,1)) 
plot(hierTOMdataOne, main="Glioblastoma data set 1, n=55", labels=F, xlab="", sub=""); 

plotColorUnderTree(hierTOMdataOne,colors=data.frame(module=colorhdataOne)) 
title("Module membership data set I") 
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# This is Figure 1a in our article. 

 

# COMMENT: The colors are assigned based on module size. Turquoise (others refer to it as cyan)  
# colors the largest module, next comes blue, etc. Just type table(colorhdataOne) to figure out  
# which color corresponds to what module size. 
 

 

 

#Quote: 

#Anyone who isn't confused really doesn't understand the situation. - 

#Edward R. Murrow 
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# We also propose to use classical multi-dimensional scaling plots  
# for visualizing the network. Here we chose 2 scaling dimensions 
cmd1=cmdscale(as.dist(dissTOMdataOne),2) 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

plot(cmd1, col=as.character(colorhdataOne),  main="MDS plot",xlab="Scaling 

Dimension 1",ylab="Scaling Dimension 2", cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.5, cex.main=1.5) 

 
rm(dissTOMdataOne) 

gc() 

 

 

 

Quote: Some people say that I must be a horrible person, but that's not true. I have the 

heart of a young boy - in a jar on my desk. - Stephen King  
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# Now we construct the TOM dissimilarity in data set II 
ADJdataTwo=adjacency(datExprdataTwo[,restk], power=beta1) 
dissTOMdataTwo=TOMdist(ADJdataTwo) 
  
hierTOMdataTwo = hclust(as.dist(dissTOMdataTwo),method="average"); 
#To determine which glioblastoma modules of data set I are preserved in data set II, we assign the 
# data set I module colors to the genes in the hierarchical clustering tree of data set II. This reveals 
# that the modules are highly preserved between the 2 data sets.  
par(mfrow=c(2,1),mar=c(2,4,1,1)) 
plot(hierTOMdataTwo, main="Glioblastoma data set 2, n=65 ", labels=F, xlab="", sub=""); 
plotColorUnderTree(hierTOMdataTwo,colors=data.frame(module=colorhdataOne))  
title("Module membership based on data set I") 
 

 

 

This is Figure 1b in our article. 
 
 
rm(dissTOMdataTwo) 
gc() 
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# NOW WE DEFINE THE GENE SIGNIFICANCE VARIABLE, 
# which equals minus log10 of the univarite Cox regression p-value for predicting survival 
# on the basis of the gene epxression info 
 
# Here we define the prognostic gene significance measures in data set I and in data set II 
GSdataOne=-log10(datSummary$pvalueCox55)[restk] 
GSdataTwo=-log10(datSummary$pvalueCox65)[restk] 
 
# The function ModuleEnrichment1 creates a bar plot  
# that shows whether modules are enriched with essential genes.  
# It also reports a Kruskal Wallis P-value. 
# The gene significance can be a binary variable or a quantitative variable.  
# also plots the 95% confidence interval of the mean 
verboseBarplot(GSdataOne,colorhdataOne,main="Module significance, data set I", 
col=levels(factor(colorhdataOne))  )  
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verboseBarplot(GSdataTwo,colorhdataOne,main="Module significance, data set II", 
col=levels(factor(colorhdataOne))  )  
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Module significance, data set II  p= 7e-54
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# Note that the brown module has a high mean value of the gene significance, i.e. it is enriched  
# with genes that are associated with survival time. 
 

 
 
 

#Quote: We don't like their sound, and guitar music is on the way out. 

#- Decca Recording Co. on rejecting the Beatles in 1962 
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# The following produces heatmap plots for each module. 
# Here the rows are genes and the columns are samples. 
# Well defined modules results in characteristic band structures since the corresponding genes are  
# highly correlated. 
 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
which.module="brown" 
ClusterSamples=hclust(dist(datExprdataOne[,restk][,colorhdataOne==which.module] 
),method="average")  
# for this module we find 
plot.mat(t(scale(datExprdataOne[ClusterSamples$order,restk][,colorhdataOne==which.module ]) 
),nrgcols=30,rlabels=T, clabels=T,rcols=which.module, 
title=paste("data set I, heatmap",which.module,"module") ) 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

# Now we extend the color definition to all genes by coloring all non-module  
# genes grey. 
color1=rep("grey",dim(datExprdataOne)[[2]]) 
color1[restk]=as.character(colorhdataOne) 
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# The function intramodularConnectivity computes the whole network connectivity kTotal, 
# the within module connectivity (kWithin). kOut=kTotal-kWithin and  
# and kDiff=kIn-kOut=2*kIN-kTotal 
 
ConnectivityMeasuresdataOne=intramodularConnectivity(ADJdataOne,colors=colorhdataOne) 
names(ConnectivityMeasuresdataOne) 
[1] "kTotal"  "kWithin" "kOut"    "kDiff" 

 
# The following plots show the gene significance vs intramodular connectivity 
# in the data set I 
colorlevels=levels(factor(colorhdataOne)) 

par(mfrow=c(2,3)) 

for (i in c(1:length(colorlevels) ) ) { 

whichmodule=colorlevels[[i]];restrict1=colorhdataOne==whichmodule 

verboseScatterplot(ConnectivityMeasuresdataOne$kWithin[restrict1], 

GSdataOne[restrict1],col=colorhdataOne[restrict1],main= paste("set I,", 

whichmodule),ylab="Gene Significance",xlab="Intramodular k") 

} 

 

 

Message: The hub genes of the brown module have high prognostic significance. 
One can prove mathematically modules with high module significance (average GS) contain hub 
genes that have high significance (hub gene significnce), see the theoretical article (Horvath and 
Dong 2008 PloS Computational Biology).  
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# Now we repeat the within module analysis in the data set II 
 
ConnectivityMeasuresdataTwo=intramodularConnectivity(ADJdataTwo,colors=colorhdataOne) 
 
 
# The following plots show the gene significance vs intramodular connectivity 
# in data set II 
 
colorlevels=levels(factor(colorhdataOne)) 

par(mfrow=c(2,3)) 

for (i in c(1:length(colorlevels) ) ) { 

whichmodule=colorlevels[[i]];restrict1=colorhdataOne==whichmodule 

verboseScatterplot(ConnectivityMeasuresdataOne$kWithin[restrict1], 

GSdataTwo[restrict1],col=colorhdataOne[restrict1],main= paste("set II,", 

whichmodule),ylab="Gene Significance",xlab="Intramodular k") 

} 

 
 

 
Message: these results validate (reproduce) the results from the first data set. Again the hub genes 
in the brown module are significantly related to survival time. 
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OUTPUT  
# Here is some code for exporting a summary of the data 
datout=data.frame(datSummary[restk,], colorhdataOne,GSdataOne, ConnectivityMeasuresdataOne, 
GSdataTwo, ConnectivityMeasuresdataTwo) 
write.table(datout, "datSummaryRestk.csv", sep=",",row.names=F) 
 
 

Quotes: 
Nothing is more difficult, and therefore more precious, than to be able to decide. 

Napoleon Bonaparte 

 

In any moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the right thing, the next best thing 

is the wrong thing, and the worst thing you can do is nothing. Theodore Roosevelt  

 

We must either find a way or make one. Hannibal 

 

 

 

 

# Appendix: How robust are the findings with respect to the soft threshold beta? 
# The relationship between connectivity and gene significance in the brown module is an important  
# biological result. Here we study how robust is it with respect to the soft threshold beta.  
# We consider 2 intramodular connectivity measures: one based on the adjacency matrix and one 
based on the # TOM matrix, see Zhang and Horvath (2005) for precise definitions. 
 
powers1=c(seq(1,10,by=1),seq(12,20,by=2)) 
whichmodule="brown" 
restrictModule=colorhdataOne==whichmodule 
corhelp=cor(datExprdataOne[,restk][,restrictModule],use="pairwise.complete.obs") 
GS=GSdataOne[restrictModule] 
# Now we want to see how the correlation between kWithin and gene significance changes for 
#different SOFT thresholds (powers). Restricted to the brown module genes. 
datconnectivitiesSoft=data.frame(matrix(666,nrow=sum(restrictModule),ncol=length(powers1))) 
names(datconnectivitiesSoft)=paste("kWithinPower",powers1,sep="") 
for (i in c(1:length(powers1)) ) { 
datconnectivitiesSoft[,i]=apply(abs(corhelp)^powers1[i],1,sum)} 
SpearmanCorrelationsSoft=signif(cor(GS, datconnectivitiesSoft, method="s",use="p")) 
 
# Here we use the new connectivity measure based on the topological overlap matrix 
datk.TOM.INSoft=data.frame(matrix(666,nrow=sum(restrictModule),ncol=length(powers1))) 
names(datk.TOM.INSoft)=paste("omegaWithinPower",powers1,sep="") 
for (i in c(1:length(powers1)) ) { 
datconnectivitiesSoft[,i]=apply( 
1-TOMdist(abs(corhelp)^powers1[i]) 
,1,sum)} 
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SpearmanCorrelationsk.TOM.Soft=as.vector(signif(cor(GS, datconnectivitiesSoft, 
method="s",use="p"))) 
dathelpSoft=data.frame(signedRsquared=-sign(RpowerTable[,3])*RpowerTable[,2], corGSkINSoft 
=as.vector(SpearmanCorrelationsSoft), corGSwINSoft= 
as.vector(SpearmanCorrelationsk.TOM.Soft)) 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
matplot(powers1,dathelpSoft,type="l",lty=1,lwd=3,col=c("black","red","blue"),ylab="",xlab="beta
",main="Cor(IntramodularK,GS) versus different soft thresholds beta") 
abline(v=beta1,col="red") 
legend(13,0.5, c("signed R^2","r(GS,k.IN)","r(GS,k.TOM.IN)"), col=c("black","red","blue"), 
lty=1,lwd=3,ncol = 1, cex=1) 
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# Consider the biological signal curves (red and blue) for different values of beta (x-axis). Note that  
# the biological signal (r) is fairly robust with respect to beta. There is not much difference between  
# choosing a power of beta=1 or a power of beta=10.  This contrast favourably with respect to the  
# unweighted network robustness analysis reported in Zhang and Horvath 2005. This is a major  
# reason why we prefer weighted networks. 
 

Quote: 

If your aim is to climb a mountain, what matters most is not how high you might be, but 

whether you are headed up or down. We all have to start somewhere, and the best place to 

start is where we are right now. 

 
# THE END 


